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THE W E E K LY KAIMIN
VOL. VII.

NO. 3

UNIVERSITY OF-M ONTANA, MISSOULA, FEBRUARY 15. 1912.

CHARTER DAY EXERCISES TOMORROW
m ill HELP VARSITY[
B ILL

NOW

BEFORE

CONGRESS

W IL L BE GREAT B E N E F IT TO
IN S T IT U T IO N

tF PASSED.

DIXON FATHER O F IT

W IL L IA M

GEORGE HERE

On February 22 the students of
the University and the people of
Missoula will have the opportun
ity of hearing Mr. W. George of
Freeville, New York.
Mr. George
Is one of the men of the country
who is trying to help the mis
guided young boy back onto the
right track.
A Junior Republic
has been founded by Mr. George
and this has done mucn for the
boys oc New York .

f id CELEBRATE FOUNDING

United States Senators From Montana

U N IV E R S IT Y

B IR T H D A Y
TO

SYSTEM IS INSTALLED

OF

BE OB

SER VED ON FR ID A Y .

HAVE FINE PROGRAM
Hartman of Bozeman to

Composed Instrument For For
estry Schools in Colleges.

SEVENTEENTH

All pictures for the 1913 Senti
nel must be handed in not later
than February 22. The work must
be done on a glossy paper, prefer
ably a black and white one, and
handed in either to Gladys Huff
man or John' Taylor.
NOW’S
your lime to get busy!
Don't forget the prizes for this
contest and DON'T FORGET THE
DATE, FEBRUARY 22.

Planned:

VARSITY iS DEFEATED
CARROLL

CLUB

OF

H E LE N A

TA K E S M O N TA NA W ARRIO RS
IN T O CAMP— BIG SCORE.

PU T U P G O O D FIG H T
Whitlock’s Men Made Visitors Extend

Make Ad

dress of Day— Many Interesting
Features

NO TICE TO SN APSHOT A R TIS TS

Themselves— Second Time Home

AVERAGES OF MEN

Guard Is Beaten This Year.

There Is now a bill before Con
Tomorrow is the day when, of all
In the second game of the season
gress, which, if passed, will be of a
! days in the year, the University exMontana, was defeated by the Carroll
very great advantage to the University GIRLS NOW RUN DORM— HOUSE
!
tends
a
cordial
invitation
to
the
genP H YS IC A L D IRECTOR CARY HAS Club of Helena with the score of 30
of Montana and to all institutions in
| era! public to come and visit the
C O M M ITT E E E LEC TED — FL O R 
the country where forestry is taught.
to 19. This one-sided-looking score
C O M P LETED TA S K — SHOW S
classrooms,
laboratories,
gymnasium
By the passage of this bill money
ENCE S LE EM A N P R ESID EN T.
however does not tell the true story of
and dormitory of their State Univer
M ALE P H YSIQ U E.
will become available which can be
last Friday's contest. At the end of
sity. The University has prepared enused to further the cause of forestry.
the first half, the Carrolls were
] ten.ainment for the crowd that they
This means that the government will
favored
by the 12-11 score, but it was
Last
Thursday
evening
the
residents
I
confidently
hope
to
hav
give so much annually toward the sup
The Kaimin this week is very glad anybody’s game until five minutes be
port of a chair In the School of For- I*>f Craig Hall met and adopted the
State Board Member Here.
to be able to print the averages of all fore time, when Carpenter ruined Mon
Constitution and' By-Laws for the
estry.
tana’s one-point lead with a run of
The principal feature of the day will
This money, with that which has Cra'g Hall Self-Government Associa be an address by Walter S. Hartman of the men In the institution. This is four field goals from beneath the
somthing new in the University and basket. Although not as fast as the
been proposed by' the Montana Larch tion. Startling, isn’t it? In other of Bozeman.
Mr.
Hartman
and Pine Manufacturers' Association, words, the "dlaphonous apparitions of member of the sta te bo“ard“ of e d lic a - jhas bee" complled by the A thlet,c d e‘ ' Bozeman gam 7T here“w a 7 p le n ty lo in 'g
will be an ample sum to carry on the Laces, frills, colors, complexion, hair tion and a very good friend of the P*£™ en“
x
,
. . .
all the time. The H elena m en a re a
and eyes" have “lnsurged.” What is
This d epartm ent this year is doing j fine bunch and one that we will be glad
work of the Forestry school.
University. His lecture will no doubt
The bill now before Congress was more, the meeting to all appearances bo largely attended and attract great work along several lines which is en to meet again which we will while the
drawn up by the United States Sen was conducted in an entirely conven- interest. At the conclusion of the lec tirely new and which has not been done | team is on their trip. The Carroll men
ator from Montana” "the* Hon'' Joseph !tlonal manner, and the resulting docu- ture an exhibition of fancy steps and Jbefore.
| were strengthened by the addition of
M. Dixon. Mr. Dixon has long been a !ment3„ sef m’ at '***• at first wading, folk dances has been arranged by I Students this year are able to take ILewis, a member of the Helena Inderesident of Missoula, in the heart of acl ual,y mtell.gible, even practical,
Miss Mabel R. Smith, the physical boxing and wrestling under Mr. Cary. | pendents. He is fast for a heavy man,
This has not been given before with Ibut, nevertheless, allowed McCarthy six
the largest government forests, and ,Tbe By'Laws adopted by the Assoknows of the great adavntage the pas- : elation are surprisingly like the Rules director of women.
the competent instruction which the !field goals. Bownett, a former Triple
sage of such a bill
Iand Regulations formerly imposed
Basketball Game.
Iphysical director is, this year, able to !"B” man, did not show up. Weidman
Following is the text of the bill!upon the Hal1 residents. As far as the
During the course of the afternoon srive.
held him down to one basket. Still
introduced by Senator Dixon for thelactuf! “golng out, and ‘ c°m ' ” S l n ” of also, a basketball game will be played j A*so the Athletic department is tio- Bownett may have been a fairly good
purpose
of
establishing
forestry tory 1,life
naurg,en_
ta _ la^ op_c.e !?ed»..1?or? 1~J toetween the Varsity team and a team ing extension work. This is meeting player and not have scored against
during
the past week has from the Fort.
In a previous game with much approval and is being taken
schools In the various states:
very alarming changes. played out at the post, the Varsity advantage of by many who would not Weidman, for the husky "shyster”
“Be it enacted by the senate and,,shown
played the best _guard game seen here
house of representatives of the United &trange as “ ma>' seem, when the resl- was victorious.
However, the other otherwise be able to get the proper this season.
States of American in congress as- dent8 oome to make their own regula- side comes down to play feeling them- Iamount of exercise,
Good Individuals.
sembled, that hereafter 5 per centum tlons by wblch lbey- a s , a household, selves fully prepared to "clean" the
A)l in all the department this year Loller, at center, started for the Carof the gross receipts from national w,8bed to live, they realized the ne- Varsity team. During the afternoon I Is doing much more and much bet- rolls
as well as getting the most points
forests during anv fiscal year, m- cesstty of the-rules as they found them, students will act as guides to little I ter work than has ever been attempt
of any single player, a total of fifteen.
what’s the
I
,
,
.
. . .
.
eluding the year ending June 30, 1912,lThen> says theey skeptic,
skeptic,
the use?
use?
is foundwhat's
in Article
II
of people who wish ‘© Inspected by it.
Charpentier came in for a run of four
shall be available at the beginning o fjAnd ‘be rep]tution of the Association | ‘he gp<>“ nd8 apd .bal'dlnp,
Tea will j
Rec(
Records Finally Completed.
'goals in the last few minutes of play
the fiscal year, to be paid bv the secthe Constitution
be served at the “Dorm” all afternoon
~h*ary of the treasury, upon certifica- wh‘ch sa>s. “The purpose of the Asso- and all the laboratories will be full of [ After much hard work and effort !that made him famous. The star of the
tlon by the secretary of agriculture, to Ielation shall be to make whatever reg- Science Hall, the Library, the Gym- j ‘Athletic Director Cary has finally been j evening, without a doubt, was Captain
the states and territories which con- ulerlons may be necessary for the and modes of procedure In the differ able to complete the records of the *McCarthy of the Varsity. He seemed to
physical measurements of the men of • be everywhere at once, and always
tain national forests, for the purpose promotion of the general welfare and ent departments.
the University, and they show very in- !where he was needed, urging his men
of promoting instruction in forestry soc*al ,iCe
*he household, to increase
Seventeenth Birthday.
I teresting facts.
This work is some- !and shooting baskets more accurately
in the manner hereinafter provided, the personal sense of responsibility by
but any money available under this which the social standards of Craig
The celebration tomorrow marks the Mking new in the department of Physi- |tha” in any .otheL game: Whistler,
seventeenth anniversary of the grant- cal Culture that has been started th is:whil®not making his usual number of
act not expended duringthe fiscal Hall can be made and kept high,
ing of the charter to the State Uni- year by Mr. Cary, and it promises to |pol"ts> p,ayed a hard gsune for team
year for which it is available shall bej
Morally Responsible,
For four years be of ggreat benefit in the future.
j™°r|k The 8teady; efficient work of
covered into the treasury as a mis. . .
.
, ^ , versity of Montana.
cellaneous receipt
Responsibility has changed hands. the University was conducted in the I
Six tons 326 pounda in ..n »
[Weidman, who had been barred from
oix
tons,
Otu
vounas
in
u.
| the Bozeman game, offered a source
Sec 2. That when any state or ter- The member of me Association who building that is now the Willard
Statistics
as
a
rule
are
monotonous,
[
of conjecture as the outcome of that
rltory which contains national forests breaks rules is not to be reprimanded school. Then the present grounds
shall provide instruction in forestry a t land sent to bed without her supper. were purchased and in 1897 the cor but the records of the men of the Uni- [game had he lined up with the Varsity,
morally responsible for viola- nerstone of the present Main Hall was versity show facts that are of interest Connor and Gervais proved a sad disthe state university or other educa- but
their
good work
___
_
, ,,
Ilaid.
From that time on the Uni- I,..to every
. . , one. Of■the .87. ,men examined,
. . . ; appointment
.
. . . after
(Continued
on. Page Six)
(Continued on Page Six.)
Iversity progressed rapidly until now | the total mass of we,*ht amounts t0 6 |aSfa t ‘he Aggies. Connor especially
we have, besides the Main Hall, the
(Continued on Page Two.)
(Continued on Page Five).
Science Hall ,-the Library, the Gymj nasium and Craig Hall.

J

IS

DATE IS CHANGED

How It Grew.

FRANK J. CANNON TO SPEAK FRIDAY NIGHT

The following is a short historical
I T R Y O U T FOR P U LLM A N DEBATE . sketch of the University from the very
beginning to the present time.
PROFESSOR’S W ORK IS USED BY
A S PIR A N TS MOVED BACK
I The University of Montana had its
On FYiday night the people of Mis- , Mormons are still allowed tc be classed
TW O
E M IN E N T A U THORS—
origin
in a grant of seventy-two sec- soula will have the opportunity of as United States citizens,
ONE W EE K .
PASSAGES TA K E N DIRECT.
tions of land made by the federal gov- Ihearing one of the foremost orators of
When Apostle Reed Smoot was electernment to the State of Montana for the day. Frank J. Cannon. He will ed to the Senate, Mr. Cannon, after
Universiyt purposes.
It was provid speak on a topic of great interest to j vigorously opposing the Apostolic canTo suit the convenience of the candi ed that the land should be used to the people and one upon which he is j didate, withdrew from Utah. He had
A new book, entitled “Elements of
dates,
Proressor
Palmer
has
postponed
form
an
endowment
that
could never an authority—“The Modern Mormon!given up, for a time at least, any hope
Physiological Psycholog)',” by Ladd & j
the team to ! be diminished, and the income from Kingdom.”
of instituting a reform in Mormonism.
Goodrich, has Just come out, in which ; the initial try-out f
He will be remembered as being the
Mr. Cannon has a very pleasing perthe name of Dr. Book, quoted as an Imeet Washington State from Friday, which would form a fund to be ap
plied to the maintenance of the Uni author of the sensational articles on Isonality. In addition to being an orator
authority, appears in several places. the 16th, to Tuesday, the 20th.
versity.
Mormonism
appearing
in
Everybody's
and
authority on Mormonism, he is
Considerable space is devoted to ex-1
A good number Is expected to ap- | The legislative act providing for the j magazine, in which h exposed Mor- editor of the Rocky Mountain News, a
tracts from Dr. Books' study on the
Several law- organization of the University bears Imonism,
Igreat traveler and an author of worldPsychology of Skill, where whole pas pear for this try-out.
Born and raised in the midst of i wide repute.
sages are quoted from the same as au men, as well as numerous under- 'date of February 17, 1893. In accord_
_
.
|
ance
with
the
provisions
of
the
state
Mormons, in the very center of the
Mr. Cannon's talk is certain to be inthoritative.
graduates, haveexpressed their inten- constitution this act placed the Uni-_________________
Mormon kingdom, Mr. Cannon has had | teresting. Mormonism has been one of
It Is a considerable honor for a I
tion
of
candidacy
and
are
already
hard
versity
under
the
control
of
the
State
[ample
opportunity
to
become
an
au[the
disturbing factors in the nation and
book of this nature to make reference
to another author
This particular Iat■work upon thequestion.The try-(Board of Education. The act also
thorlty upon Mormonism. In fact, Mr. the ex-Senator goes right to the heart
study of Dr. Book's'on the “Psychology out will nodoubt bringtrouble for I*ave Seneral directions concerning the Cannon is a Mormon racially. His of the question. Since the Mormons
of Skill” written some time ago, has jthe Judges, and a sc jnl preliminary ‘organization of the different depart- father was the first counselor of the entered the Great Salt Lake Valley,
excited much favorable comment, b e -' may perhaps be nece: sa^v before the ments of the University, the courses Mormon church and Mr. Cannon, him- over half a century ago; since they
of Instruction, duties of the president, self, was the Mormon ambassador to waged battle with the troops of Albert
ing used in several of the leading Uni
fees, etc.
Washington in 1888 and 1890. When ISidney Johnston, Mormonism has been
versities of the country as a text in team Is chosen.
At the December meeting, 1894, the [Utah became a state, the Mormons Iconstantly before the public in some
Tomorrow night Washington State
that particular problem.
University
Committee
of
the
State
elected
Mr. Cannon to the senatorship. Iway or other. Sometimes it took the
The University Executive Board held meets Whitman College on practically
their regular month] v meet in* Tues- I„
., . „ 4
| Board of Education reported in favor He organized the Republican Party of form of open revolt against the govo „ v e v e n in
to transact the!
Ith® 8ame Question which Montana Will of opening the University in Septem- |utah into an efficient machine.
j ernment; sometimes they slaughtered
y
*The chief matter outside of '•defend against her. Despite the fact!i ber, ,1895. * f fIn „order
to facilitate
He is a staunch enemy of poly- Gentiles, as ln the Mountain Meadow
business.
, __
... the
gamy, and it was this antagonism massacre.
the ordinary routine work was the tha‘ ‘ hi8 will give the Pullmanites a 1
tb®_U?iye" lty the
budget for the summer school being! decided advantage, she will have to of Missoula donated the use of their which led to his excommunication ' The history cf Mormonism reads like
South Side public school building to from the church. At one time the | an «P:c; to hear something of Morapproved by the board. Arrange- jfight to defeat the strong team Mon- the state until permanent buildings Mormons were in danger of being dis- monism from the lips of one who is
ments for this wor kare now going'tana will send.
could be constructed.
About $3,500, franchised for their actions. Mr. Can- a Mormon racially, If not eccleslastlcahead and it is expected some excelThe W. S. C. team has already been
non, as senator. Interceded with Presf- | ally, will prove to be a rare opporlent courses will be offered In this chosen.
(Continued on Page Five.)
dent Cleveland in their behalf and th e ' tunity.

/llftr t JH

T ift* **♦»♦*-* iand schools already added to the Uni- but I guess they are all right.”

w iJF X t'll KU| sV aiU lU l

SA V E YOUR SH O E M ONEY

versity of Montana since Its first -Haven't seen them yet?” laughed
The chance to save your shoe money hy spending It. Attend the
---- ----------------------------------------------- Ibirthday, we feel sure that now we are | tlle soph; "that’s about as good as
great shoe sale now going on at this store.
.......................................................... $2,95
$3.50 and $4.00 Shoes at ...
Published every week by the University iabout to add a new school. This Is the j ever heard. Neither has anybody
Press Club of the University
of Montana. newlv-provided
,
.. , for
,
~
_
$4.50 and $5.00 shoes at
........................................... ........................ $3.45 |
_______________
_______ 1_______
School
of Forei8e.S C H L O S S B E R G ’ S
1 “What do you mean?’
EDITOR IN C H IE F
estry.
D. D. RICHARDS ............................ ’12 The people of Montana should be | Owl. "Are they lost?”
---------------------------------------------------- - i proud of their University. Being the I "No, I guess not lost,” replied the
Florence Leech, ’12,
Associate Editor only Institution in the state which)Soph; “but it may be that, too. That
FOR A CUP OF GOOD COFFEE AND QUICK LUNCH GO TO
Carl C. Dickey, ’14........Managing Editor gives higher education, and higher edu-j would be a new thing to happen to
Farrar Kennett, 14............Society Editor cation only, it is the means by which them. That hasn’t happened yeft. But
___ „
Winnifred Feighner, ’OS..Alumni Editor . .
. . .
, I
_,
Ithis and future generations can be-1 Lord!
It may.
Icome better fitted for the work of life. "Well, kick through with some kind
Reporters
For seventeen years this institution has of a lucid xeplanation,” commanded
Louise Smith, '13 Gladys Huffman, '13 stood for what is best; it has raised It- the Owl getting peeved,
AVERAGES OF MEN.
Peter Hansen, '13 N. S’. Little, '14
Helen Wear, ’12 H. Satterthwaite, '14 self to a high standard and now stands ] "All right, I’ll endeavor to tell as
Roses
Chrysanthemum*
best
I
can
just
what
has
been
hap
(Continued From Page One.)
Hazel Lyman, '13 *La Rue Smith, '15 ready to be of service to all of the
pening to those sweaters since they [ __________________
•Special
people of the state.
American Beauties and Killarwere ordered some months ago.
| tons and 326 pounds, The average of
ney’s Twice a Week.
BUSINESS MANAGER
"In the first place, they were or-1 the four classes Is very close. The j
GET BACK.
dered during the winter and all of the javerage weight of the Seniors is 141.7]
J. C. HAINES .................................. .*14
P. T. McCarthy, Asst Mgr........... ... ’14 Always there is, around any insti players got ready to wear them this pouads' the / ' u0nlors’ 141 P°“nd«’
\
142 pounds, and the Freshtution, a certain set of people who are winter. They waited and they waited Sophomores,
merlf 141.5 pounds. It is remarkable to
Advertising Managers
ready and anxious tocriticize any patiently, but in vain. After much]know how far the records of the Fresh- |
Floyd Halford, ’15 D. B. Young
15 move that is made thatis not entirely time had elapsed the order came back, jman class surpass the others in aver- |
in accord with the thoughts that they L ut no sweaters. The makers sent a ,age helght’ for there 18 1 -6 inches dif- ]
M. W. Plummer, ’14
Hyacinths
,. . .
, ,
fference between the Freshmen and the Carnations
think.
note saying that in ordering, the Per- Senlors. The average height of the |
Geo. Armitage, ’14....Subscription Mngr. These people are here. The Univer- son who ordered had carelessly left class of 1915 is 68.5 inches, of 1914, 67.9
sity of Montana has its full quota of (out the sizes needed. There were s o m e ! inches, of 1*913, 67.6 inches, and of the I
Circulation Managers
these kind of persons. This was shown sizes sent, but they had about as much .Kraduating class, 66.9 inches,
Averages of Freshmen,
F. D. Richter, ’15 H. T. Allison, ’13 no better than a few days ago when to do with sweater sizes as they did
the Kaimin was criticized for doing with the size of the hats of the play- ! As space will not permit us to give
Ithe complete measurements of each Next to Grand Theater, on Main St.
Entered as second class mail matter at a thing that was not considered proper ers.”
„ , .. _ ,
.
class, only those of the Freshmen class
Missoula, Montana, jnder act of congress
“Oh, I see.” replied the Owl. when;can be used As ^
class of 1915
by these persons.
of March 3, 1879.
Without stopping to look for facts the Soph stopped for breath; “theyInumber 34 under examination—not all
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1912. which were easily
___„ _______
obtainable, or, with just had to send in other sizes and the class being included—their average I
out using any of the knowledge that i the order would be filled without de- Imeasurements will more closely record
'
'.that of the whole school. The com
PRICES REASONABLE
CALENDAR.
they must have by this time acquired, lay. That’s easy.”
plete statistics follow:
"Yes,
easy,”
continued
Try our famous coffee. Open day
the Soph;
Number of men examined in class of
February 16.—University lecture the criticizers immediately started to
sling mud. By keeping their eyes "but that isn't all. ’The letter tell- 1915, 34. Average height, 68.5 inches, and night.
course.
Feruary 17.—Charter day and recep and minds closed they were afforded ing of the mistake of sizes was received 'Average weight, 141.6 pounds.
Phil Kenny, Prop.
,
__ .
„
j With each examination a personal
tion in gymnasium.
history of the man is taken and these
a chance. A slim one, but neverthe here a few days after Christmas.”
Feruary 22.—George Washington’s
less, the chance. If they had been "The order was changed so that the ] facts produce the following results: ! ~
birthday.
P. C Boling
Fourteen percent of the men of the Chas. M^Cafferty
February 23.—First annual debate, fair-minded or if they had asked for Imakers could get an idea of the sizes
M. A. C. vs. U. of M. in Missoula.
facts the criticism would not, could Iall right,” the Soph went on; "andjClaSs live outside of'the state, that is,
__
.
.
,
„
.
. .. - , . ..
, are non-residents; 20 per cent live In
1 1 ,/* I J / j / i v l / i o o
February 23.—M. A. C. vs. U. of M. not, have
been made. But then their they sent H back to the house in JMlaaoula> and the remaining number
L C C V IC S S
basketball in Bozeman.
chance
would
have
been
spoiled.
Frisco
so
that
it
could
be
filled,
when
•
live
in
Montana.
Thirteen
men,
or
38
February 24.—M. S. S. M. vs. U. of
POOL AND B ILLIA R D S
M. basketball in Butte.
The thing for which The Kaimin was lo, and behold, the answer from the per cent, of the men use tobacco in one
East Main 8t.
February 26.—Carroll Club vs. U. of reviled by these close-minded parties makers in Frisco came back and i t !'form or another, and there are 13 men Unit Block
in the class who cannot swim, makM. basketball in Helena.
was
the
letter
of
the
Spokane
alumnus!said
that
the
F
t
'800
people
could
not
i
ing
2l,
or
about
61
per
cent
who
can
March 1.—M. S. S. M. vs. U. of M.
which was sent to the alumni of the fill it because the order called for bars swim,
basketball in Missoula.
Class Giants,
University. The Kaimin according to of copper color to be woven in the
OUR B IR TH D A Y .
j After finding the total strength tests
its custom, did not publish this let sleeves.”
“What are those to be for?” queried ipf
man in the class ^ the four
ter.
T H E ONE BE8T
highest men, with their total tests, are
Tomorrow, February 16, 1912, will be j The reasons for not publishing it the Owl.
as follows: Merritt Owsley leads, with
The home of the latest and best
“Those bars,” replied the Soph, “will Ia total strength of 1690.7; second,
celebrated, by the University, its 17th are evident enough. The letter was
pictures. Entire change of program
birthday.
not sent to The Kaimln. A copy o f ishow bow many years a fellow has] Raleigh Gilchrist, 1603; third, L. W. every Sunday, Monday, Wednesday
eRoy
Bowman,
•
yet
has
it
reached,
I
P,ayed
on
the
team.
A
man
will
get
iForbes,
1578;
fourth,
Le
For seventeen years the University it did not reach, nor
and Friday.
!
1
1522.
a bar, on the sleeve, for each year he However, compared with the men of
of Montana has been in existence, do- the editor of this paper.
THE I S I S
the whole school, these men stand
ing good for the people of our state The Kaimin stands ready at all jplayS-”
“Oh, I see,” responded the Owl; Ififth, eighth, tenth and twelfth, reand helping the young people to be-1 times to print any communications
T H E MUSICAL PHOTO PLAY
! spectlvely.
THEATER
come better citizens for having attend- which may be sent, provided they are ’that will be fine.”
“Yes, fine, all right,” replied the]
F. E. Thieme the Strong Man.
ed it.
jprintable, and the writer is known.
It has always been the aim of this!However, this paper does not print any ;SoPh’ “but the fellows haven’t got them j The strong man of the University,
. ... ..
. .be of, the
..
. . p0s- letters tthat
h a t m a .v rf-h a n e * h n n d «
' ^ to the
Strength
is Fred
institution
to
greatest
may change hands among ye*- Well, ^ to continue
__ , __ with
^ my !^E. 0^
Thieme,
whose
total tests,
strength
is]
sible public service to the greatest the alumni or any of the persons con- |stolJ- The Frisco makers had to turn j placed at 2092.9 pounds. The tests
down the
again the
manager | which give Mr. Thieme first placet
number of people. We think that lt|nected with the University, unless a |aown
lne order
oraer and
ana ®8am
me manager
119 W EST CEDAR STR E ET
has succeeded somewhat in this di- copy of the letter be handed to the P f football here had to make out an (among the men of the College are as!
TEAS AND COFFEE
Iorder. This time he sent through the|fo,lows: Right forearm, 125; left fore-!
rection.
etmor.
.
■
arm, 120; back, 440; legs, 980; pull
Fresh Korn Krispets Daily
Ever trying to better conditions, Will the criticizers please bear this M- M- Co” and K was Just the other Ups, 15; push ups, 14: weight, 143.
both here and throughout the state,'*n mind? We encourage criticism if P ay that he got word from the M. M. | The next nine men in order of their j
the University has forged ahead at a|*t >s just. Also, if they are still of|that Spaulding had received the order strength figures includes men from all]
’
. ....
nninion that the le tte r in ou estion and would try to fill it im m ediately.” classes.
Second, Paul Dornblaser,•
rapid rate. From one building, of 17 the opinion that the letter in question
'
. ,
2042; third. Richard Johnson, 1893;
Mr. MIKE S1NIS
years ago, it has grown to in clu d e should appear in these columns, we ^
P
^
' j fourth; Roscoe Wells, 1724; fifth, O ws- 1
Does
the best shoe repairing in city.
five buildings, all of them of the bestlw'ti be glad, upon being presented a
do V reP*ted the Soph; "butjjeyj 15907. sixth, Ed. Simpkins, 1686.2; |
Work guaranteed. Shoe shining
and latest construction. From being | copy, to-give space to the same,- oth- there isn’t much use of giving a fel- seventh, G. Klebe, 1677; eighth, Gil-1
parlor in connection.
tieism should low a heavy sweater in this kind of,Christ, 1603; ninth, P. McCarthy,
situated In a small school yard the j erwise this unjust
507 North Higgins Ave.
weather. They say though, that there'1593’6: L’ W’ Forbes’ 1578’
University now rests on a magnificent stop,
___
is a cold wave coming. I hope that
Half the School Smokes.
campus, the like of which is to be1
the sweaters come before that so that 1 Upon examination of the records o f!
seen at but few of the Universities of ] T H E SOPH ON T H E FOOTBALL .... .
_,_______
„
.
_
,
!all
the
men of the University there, I
the boys will have a Chance to sport;
SWEATERS.
the country.
■are 50 per cent who use tobacco and
them. It would be too bad, though, 129 per cent, a large percentage, of the I
All in all, the University shows 1mprovement in every direction. The “Where are you >ing? called the P the wave came and found the men (men who cannot swim at all, or ex-!
without
the sweaters and freezing, j pressed in another way, there are 71 j
scholarship has been raised so that Soph to the Owl, who was proceeding
335 HIGGINS AVE.
after the order had been In since a l - |per cent who can swim more or less.
now the University of Montana ranks along the walk toward town
;From the expressions of favorite
answered
the
Owl,
most
Thanksgiving
time.
’
■
sports
0f
an
the
men
of
the
with the leading schools of higher edu“Who?” Me
cation in the United States New de-1 looking around. "Why, I’m going to
“rt sure would," replied the Owl.ju. of M., walking leads the list, with
.
,
.
.
.
.
L
h.
the case in the Freshman |
partments have been added nearly the „,tv
city.
I “Say, that talk of yours about the !I25>
■ as was
class.
The others in their order of
the sopn.
Soph. "Haven’t
Kiris0 wearing
football sweaters,j numbers are:
every year, and this year we are more| “Are
Are you
you??” asked
asaed the
.Haven t |j61
"c
0 the
‘
Running, which injubilant on this birthday occasion, be- any objection to good company, have|doesnt bold for this year with these lciudes an track sports, 18; baseball,
Artistic Photographers
sweaters, does it?”
j16; football, 10: basketball, 7; tencause it is the first year of the Law ]>’°u ?”
“No,”
answered
the
Soph,
"the
girl'nis,
4;
hunting,
3;
riding,
2;
wrestling,
N E X T TO BRIDGE.
School of the University of Montana. “Not at all,” replied the Owl; “glad
While In numbers, perhaps, the rec- to have you go along. I’m just go- who wears one of this year’s sweaters'1’ row*ng, 1 : swimming, 1.
will
have
to
take
a
trip
to
the
Glacial
ords do not show as many students lnK down on a little business and I
as have been shown before, still, let It will be coming right back. Come on.” Park in July to get any wear out of
be understood, that every name that I "All right,” responded the Soph, "I It. Well, all of this talk about sweatMASONIC TE M P L E
F. H. K N IS LE Y, Proprietor
,, is the
, name
..
/in so
on i’ll
appears on ..the rolls
of , naven t gnvMiimr
anyrning to ao
111 tnk«
taxe <,!
a ers in this warm weather makes me
CIGARS, TOBACCOS, B ILLIA R D S AND POCKET B ILLIARDS.
a University student. No preps. The walk with you.”
feel hot. Come in here and HI buy.”
Lowney’s Chocolates.
Pipe Hospital In Connection
University, as a step to raisingthe I The Soph fell inbeside the Owl and“You’re
on,” replied the Owl, and
standard, long since has abolished the jthey started to town.
they were out of sight in the Ice cream
Preparatory department, and every one I After they had walked a few feet Parlors.
now who claims Montana as his Alma! in silence—a long distance for the
The most convenient as well as economical for
A busy shop, doing work for busy
Mater is proud of the fact that not a Soph to be silent he broke out with
people.
Bureau
of
Printing.
secondary subject is to be found In the “Say, what do you think about those
spreads is the electric table stove.
football sweaters.”
catalogue.
. Alpha Zeta, the honorary agricul
MISSOULA L IG H T & W A TER COMPANY.
"Think about them?” queried the tural fraternity, has a large member
This should be a most joyous occa
sion. Besides the new departments Owl. “Why I haven’t seen them yet ship at the University of Wisconsin.

The Coffee Parlor

Missoula Nursery
Company ^

Vienna Cafe
For a Good Meal
We Excel

I S I S

I ). &

D.

W ard Studio

Missoula Art Co.

THE SM OKE HOUSE

s

HIGH SCHOOL EXCHANGES

Florence Steam Laundry
PAUL DORNBLASER, Student Agent

Stevensville High School.
Ruth Barnett, 95.7; Helen Fleming,. year except to get acquainted and!,
The boys’
learn the
uoys Athletic Association h aas!98-5s; *7U-W
* Junlor A Class—0(tle Kenney, I,col,‘
11 game.
elected officers, the captains and manErrett G'alvin, 97.4; Oliver Phil-I We aalso intend to send representafor the
96.9. °Junior "
B v,
Class
agers of the various teams lor
““ —Esther . tlves
uves to the Interscholastic meet In
nresident- I|Birch,
Birch, 99; Donald Barnett, 93.7; Gladys IMissoula
semester beine
being Rav
Ray Metcalf
Metcalf, president;
Missonis and to enter the Declamatory
£Fred
e d Bresee!
la ss- jcontest with the same end In view.
Bresee, vice presid^nt
president;; Glenn
Glenn1' ferguaon,
Ferguson, 92.9._
92.9. Sophomore C
Class—
Sellick, secretary and treasurer; Ottoj^lUlan ®ul-’ 96.2; Norris Rainey, 96.2, j A prize of $10 has heen offered
CAFE A N D G R IL L
T H E BEST IN T H E W E 8 T
/ho will write the best
Byer, baseball captain and manager; jEdna Schnare, 94.5. Freshman Class j to the student wl
’Practical Ways of ImprovNed Preston, basketball captain, and .Maude Reeves, 96.5; -essie Case, 92, paper on “Practic
PRICES W IT H IN T H E REACH OF A L L
Earl Whitesitt, track captain.
!Grace Brown, 91.9.
| |ng Our City.” It is expected that the
A declamatory try-out was held last I The boys’ basketball team -will prac- interest aroused will aid materially in
week to select the six who are to com- t ce ,every "•«»“ dur,*'K the wee,k- be‘ accomplishing the desired result,
pete in a public contest to be held in
February 12 in preparation for
NICK PATTSNER,
the near future. The first two in this tbe'r Beach game the 16th. The girls
ANN DAVIDSON,
n g e sse d
I
basketball
team
left
for
Dickinson
|
SAM
WILSON,
public contest will represent the school
.
. .. .
..
. ,
JOHN PIZZINI.
at the Victor meet. April 26-27. The 1
wh^ !
Committee,
six chosen are Inez Moorhouse, Alva Friday evening. The report is that j
Baird, Ned Preston, Florence Randals, they were defeated 7 to 23.
The
boys’
team
was
victorious
over
AND
Has Moved to 316 Higgins Avenue
Elsie Kain and Hazel Baird.
Glasgow High School.
the Miles City team with a score of 14
And Is Now Open for Business.
Friday evening, February 2, 1912, I
The Literary Society gave its first i 32. The game was very rough, as
W EDDING
UN D ER N E W M A N A G E M E N T
regular program for this semester last the Miles City bunch were determined the Sophomores entertained the As
xanoN E E Y i
Friday. The new officers in charge t0 win if that was possible. Since their sociated Students at the auditorium j
All
are cordially invited to call
__ _ by our
__ _____
were Mabel Burnett, president; George former defeat
boys________
at Miles of the High School The following |
and
inspect
our
New
Spring
Styles,
PROGRAM S
Kain, vice president; Lawrence Daw-I city, they have been doing some good I program was enjoyed by those pres- |
which are arriving daily.
son, treasurer; Agnes Schwallen, secre- j practicing and consequently put up a j enL
ANNOUNCEM ENTS
tary, and M. D. Fitzgerald, critic.
very hard game. The Miles City boys IMusic ............ High School Orchestra Ask to See the New University Shoe
The school has been favored by two I left for Beach the next morning, tReading ........................... Byron Lebert j
MONOGRAM STATIONERY
very interesting speakers in the last 1 where they are to play Saturday even- jSong ............................................. School I
few days. First, Preston W. Search
jng.
| Talk on Social Center..Madge Lebert
UliBamiUmt Jlubliflljiwj
gave an inspiring lecture on high ! Charles Belegrade, a recent pupil of Reading ..................... Harold Franklin
ideals. Then Superintendent W. E. j the High School, left for Texas last | Song..........Eighth Grade Girls’ Chorus |
(Cnmjiamj
T
H
E
SOf
»TH
S
ID
E
GROCERS
Harmon, who was visiting the school, Wednesday. It is Mr. Belegarde's in- Talk on Presidential Nominations....
gave a short talk of encouragement.
| tention to attend school there.
j ....................................... Cecil Leonard
Training for athletics was opened
Rev. Jewell was a visitor at the Critic’s Report ................... Miss Lind
February 5 by starting cross-country j High School last Tuesday.
After the program, the Sophomores
running. At present there are seven- Miss Bovee, ex-County Superintend-I entertained the school for a short time,
The Stuff for
teen in the squad. Principal
M. D. ent, was also a visitor at the school I The new officers of the Associated
Fltzgarrald is in charge.
last week.
| Students presided during this meeting.
-------j As February 12 is Lincoln’s birthday. They are: President, Martin Leonard;
Ithere will be no school at the High | vice president, Madge Lebert; secre
Butte High School.
j School on that date.
jta'ry, Rose Lezle; treasurer, Jack Bliss.
S ty ?
C A N D Y, CAKES, F R U IT S
For the purpose of causing less con- I The High School acknowledges the ! These officers were elected for the |
fusion during the "delinquent” period, receipt of the College Calendar from'Monday before, February 2.
The j
Student
Trade
Solicited
Principal Kelley has put a new plan the Agricultural College and express jFreshmen seem to have a faculty of
in force. Those wishing to see teachers thanks for same.
!securing the treasurer's chair. All the
or who have any other business in the The High School also received mag- 'High School classes are represented in
building must obtain from, that teacher azines from the Normal School, which Ithe different offices,
or the principal a permit allowing him are appreciated very much.
The skeiing and sleighing is good
the privilege of doing so. Only those
Mandan game is coming February here and every evening the tinkle of
Capital, . . $200,000.00
having permits are allowed in the ]24. Don’t forget to be present with 1bells and the laugh of merry "joy ridSurplus Fund,
50,000.00
buildlng after 8:20 p. m.
| colors flying.
ers” disturb the peace of mind of those
The debate held here on Friday
OLIVER PHILLIPS, (students who are compelled to remain
G. A. WOLF, .
President
evening, February 2, between the
Meets your meat needs.
-------Iindoors and study.
J. H. T. RYMAN,
Cashier
teams representing the Bozeman and
Miss
Mae
Brocke
entertained
th
e
:
Belt Valley High School.
Butte High Schools has been pro
See our fine display of poultry.
I
Seniors,
at
her
home
south
of
GlasI
nounced by both the public and the So many things have occupied our at gow, Monday, January 29. Martin I
press, as the best representation of the tention this year that letters to this j Leonard, having been elected driver,!
debating art heard in this city for a department of the Kaimin so kindly drove to the homes of the Seniors, and i
long time. Although Bozeman car opened to the High Schools have been early in the evening they- were all
BOTH PHONES
ried away the honors by a vote of two neglected.
taken to the home of Miss Brocke.
Bell 117
Ind. 431
to one, the debate was very close, and The Belt Valley High School was or Here they were served with a delicious
,
the result was undecided in the minds ganized in-191(1 and accredited in 1911,,.
130-132
Higgins
Avenue
banquet.
Though the Seniors tried
CAPITAL ____________$200,000.00
of the audience, until the decisions of and now enrolls forty students; fifteen to
quiet the report, the nodding of
the Judges were read. Both teams (Freshmen, thirteen Sophomores, ten
SURPLUS ____________ 50,000.00
their
heads
and
their
inertness
at
reci
shewed a broad knowledge of both Juniors and two seniors. Forty pupils tation betrayed them.
Officers:
sides of the question and were well will take the eighth grade examina
Your attention is called to the fact
We noted in the Kaimin that Irene
drilled in delivery. Butte finds con tions in June, and of these about 75) Teagarden is on the Universitv roll for that I strive to please the Varsity stu- J. M. Keith, President; S. J.
Coffee, Vice President; A. R. Ja
solation in the belief that they were per cent plan to enter High School.
Of all High School students, nearly
the flrst
semester.
Irene belonged to dents.
cobs, Cashier; R. C. GIddings, As
beaten by an exceedingly strong team.
_
_
0 9 9 a / 11. i
w
»U..
the
class
of 41911
of this school, and.1 we !
one-half
are
boys.
sistant Cashier.
Arne Johnson, Roy Thomas and How
are all proud to find that she is keep Grand Theatre Pop Com Wagon
We
offer
two
courses,
the
Classical
ard Carlson represented Butte, and the
Three
per
cent Interest Paid on
ing
up
her
record.
C. H. M IL L E R , Prop.
Bozeman team was composed of Sallle and the Commercial.
Savings Deposits.
The basketball team has been chosen
The requirements of the Commercial
Clark, Edna Matthew and Llewellyn
a room secured for practice. A
Luce. The Judges were Dr. Atchley of course are such that a graduate may and
Deer Lodge, J. H. Bowman of the enter the University without condi game is expected soon between the
team and the High School team.
School of Mines and Principal Stoner tions, If he should decide upon a Col local
The gymnasium is being prepared for
lege course.
of the Aftaconda High School.
the
apparatus
sent for. The Men’s
Our
Commercial
and
Science
Depart
John Cotter was selected temporarily
to fill the position of Editor-in-Chief ments are well equipped for work with Athletic Club has consented to turn
their apparatus, a fund of over $50 R. J. MILLER, Student Agent
of the Mountaineer, left vacant by the everything necessary in the line of ap over
and to pay $1 a month a member for
resignation of Sarah Heyman. Miss paratus and office fixtuers.
the
use
of the gymnasium two even
The
High
School
Literary
Society
Heyman has finished school and has
found it necessary to leave the Moun meets every three weeks, the program ings of every week. The Boy Scouts
being entirely in the hands of the stu have asked to have the use of the
taineer staff.
The February issue of the Moun dents, although the veto power, rarely gymnasium two evenings of every week
Furniture and Carpets
at the price of 50c a month for each
taineer will be out about February 24 used, lies with the Principal.
G E N ER A L E LE C TR IC SU PP LIES
member.
This
leaves
the
boys
of
the
.
.
A
committee
of
six,
consisting
of
and will contain some fine stories
hearty jokes, interesting class notes, 1Theresa Humpe, Senior; Ann David High School two evenengs, all the i Construction and Repairs, Fixtures,
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
etc. The cover design will be especial son and Wallace Morris, Juniors; Sam spare time on school days and all
318 Higgins Ave.
ly attractive. Almost all the Freshmen Wilson and Camelia Polutnik and day Saturday, to use the gymnasium. Both Phones
We are preparing for the public de
have subscribed for the paper and a Flora Lochrary, Sophomores, was ap
bate
to
be
given
soon;
also
the
dec
pointed
in
October
to
write
a
play
for
prosperous year is predicted.
The Senate has succeeded in getting presentation by the High School. The lamation contest. The debate is to be
a large number of now members from task seemed tremendous but they went on the recall of judges.
At the next meeting of the Associ
the incoming Freshmen class and all to work and with the assistance of
those whose names were accepted are ■]Superintendent Remington wrote a ated Students, the Freshmen are going
students who are willing to work for Ifive-act farce comedy dealing with to give us a debate on popular electhe betterment of the Senate. At the local people and institutions whichltlon of senators. This is a question
regular meeting of the body on Thurs- they called "Much Ado About Noth- that grows more interesting according Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
day, February 8, the following program |ing." This was produced January 12 [to the number of times it Is debated.
before a highly-appreciative audience
was rendered.
A Savings Department in
for all occasions, If you appear
HOW W IL L W E KNOW?
Individual debate: "Resolved, That and yielded to the Athletic fund $124.
Connection.
The
plot
centered
around
a
woman’s
up to date.
Napoleon Was a Greater General Than
Showing how much Interest college
Wellington.”
Affirmative,
Mendell sewing circle and the men’s club
Harrison. Negative, Harold Makin- rooms, and the wish of the ladles to students took in the late Richard T. F. S. LUSK, Pres. F. H. ELMORE,
Crane’s
agitations, the Kaimin Ex
son. The affirmative won two to one. keeP their husbands home at night.
Vice Pres., E. / NEWLON, Cash.,
GEO. M IL L E R , Barber
Main debate: "Resolved. That the IWithout exception It was better re- change Editor let this slip into lost
H. S. HOLT, Asst. Cash.
Under First National Bank
Railroads of the United States Should ceived than any other amateur per- week’s issue:
“What will Mr. Crane have to say
Be Owned and Operated by the Federal formance given in Belt in years. It
Government.” Affirmative, John Cot- could be adapted to suit the condi- about this? Of the Seniors at Yale,
two-fifths
do not smoke and a larger
ter (Joe Heiman and Harold Makin- Itions of any small city and a copy
sod .
Negative, Lowell MacDonald, "'ill be sent to any High School asking proportion do not drink intoxicants.”
Without slamming anybody, will any
Murry Lind and Jean Jordan.
The jfoi It. It is not a work of dramatic
negative won two. to one.
art, and we do not consider it as such, college man ever see Richard to ask
The three chapters of the girls’ Lit- Ibut it got the mbney for our Athletic hlmi.
K EY W ES T AN D DOMESTIC
REST ROOM
erary Socley held their regular busi- Ifund and pleased the people, and what
CIGARS
The Summer School of Harvard Uni- I
ness meetings. The Alpha Chapter Is Imore do you want?
planning to render some fine debates, I On Friday nights one of the Labora- verslty announces an innovation in the j Easy Chairs Good Cigars
so that they may be represented on j tories Is opened for debates, games or shape of a course in landscape paint- j
POOL and BILLIARDS
a social hop for High School students, ing In the time of Turner, (to be given |
next year's debating team.
_____
land several delightful evenings have in London this year from July 5 to
(been spent there.
IAugust 15. London has been named |
I Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes
Dawson County High School.
| Two basketball teams have been or- as the place in which the course will I
Following are the average standings . ganized and our school will be repre- j be given because of the fact that an j
JE W E L E R A N D O PTIC IA N
Agente for Johnson’, Sweet Chooof the first three in each class for jsented at the Bozeman Tournament, entire wing of the Tate Gallery is
Repairing a Specialty
olates. ’’Meet me at Kelly,a.M
the month of. January.
j We are new at the game and do not | given up to Turner drawings, sketches ■
Senior Class—Gertrude Haskell, 96.4;. expect to accomplish very much this | and paintings.
114 Eaet Main 8t.
Mieeoula, Ment.

TH E PA LA C E HOTEL

The Walk-Over
Shoe Store

EE
VISITING
C 5E D S

Barber & Marshall
Lunches and Spreads

Ifejatmt ffflnntana
National lank

Union Market

Missoula Trust and
Savings Bank

Missoula Laundry Co.

J. A. Cavander

THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

LUCY & SONS

Get Fixed Up at

M ILLER’S

Heimbach’s

J. D. Rowland

Owen Kelley
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POPULAR MUSIC 15c per copy

Hoyt-Dickinson Piano Co.
A. G. M’GREGOR, ’02, H EARD FROM

223 Higgins Avenue

Missoula, Montana

IS P R O M IN E N T AN D PROS
PEROUS IN A RID STATE.

MILDRED INGALLS.....................Editor
Sigma Chi Initiate.

LUM BER D E PA R TM EN T OF T H E

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

I here and there of 1lack in her cos- ; That the alumni of the University
The members of Beta Delta chapter | t'u.me. The delicious menu followed of Montana are always prominent and
Successors to the Big Blackfoot Milling Company
of Sigma Chi Initiated Coburn Maddox, out the color scene wherever Possible, !capable men ,was brought home foreLewis Hunt, James Haynes, and Mer- and tiny yellow baskets or almonds.
Manufacturers of
rit Owsley inta-the fraternity Sunday were place favors. After luncheon the ; *kly yesterday when we received the
evening.
After the initiation an guests played "500” with valentine following clipping from the Douglas
W E S T E R N P IN E A N D LARCH LUMBER
elaborate banquet was served in the prizes. Those present were Mrs. John j (Ariz.) Daily Dispatch, of the issue of
Elks’ hall in honor of the new mem- ILucy, Mrs. Gilbert Reinhard, Mrs. February 2, 1912
Mills Located at Bonner, Hamilton and St. Regis, Montana
bers. Covers were laid for 30 guests. James Bonner, the Misses Clark,
The clipping concerns the work of
-------| Marshall, Knowles, Whipple, Saner,
General Sales Office Located at Bonner, Mont.
Robertson, Birely, Hardenburgh, Page, A. G. McGregor, an alumnus of the
Kappa Alpha Theta at Bridge.
University. Mr. McGregor is probably
Box Shooks, Lath, Moldings, Sash, Doors, Mill Work, Etc.
Miss Marguerite Bonner gave a White, Smith, Lyman and Freeze.
better known to the alumni and stu
charming bridge party Monday after.dents as Grant McGregor.
noon. Her guests were all members With Miss Coffee.
After completing his work in engiof, Kappa
__spent
. - Miss Eva Coffee was hostess Tues- i neering and graduating with an M. E.
. . Alpha .Theta,'
,
,and
. they
pleasant hours playing bridge and vis- day afternoon at her pleasant borne ,degree ln the claSg 0* 1902# Mr Mc_
ifing over their coffee cups. The Ion Fifth street to a small number of Gregor took up active engineering
guests were Mesdames John Lucy, friends. Bridge made up the after- work. He was successful from the
Gilbert Reinhard,
Frank Bonner, James ,[ noon's entertainment. The lunch ta- start. The following article shows
..
Bonner, the Misses Mildred Clark. Lu- | ble was especially charming with i t s |that he has now attJ ned a high place
cile Marshall, Eloise Knowles, Gertrude quantities of pink and white carna- j in the engineering world:
/voRQU/sr, r /A f/r fl col
Whipple, Grace Saner, Annabelle Rob- tions.
Through the following announce
ertson, Esther Birely, Merle Kettle-1
ment,
issued
yesterday,
details
of
well, Bess Rhoades, Alice Harden Kappa Initiation.
Phone—Bell 821
210 Higgins Avenue
of one of the most impor
burgh, Catherine White, Frances Page, Two new members were taken into'i formation
tant
mechanical
and
electrical
engi
Louise Smith, Hazel Lyman, and Kappa Kappa Gamma on Monday Ineering firms in the country became
Gladys Freeze.
evening. The initiation was held at j j^own° The announcement says.
tion announcements are forewarning of
the home of Cecile Johnson. After
the necessity for making a showing
"Charles H. Repath and A. G. Mc
The “400.”
the ceremonies a supper was given in Gregor announce that they have
and the girls respond nobly to the situ
Monday afternoon the "400” club was compliment to the two new members, | formed a co-partnership for the pur
ation. Quarts of white enamel are pur
entertained by Miss Dorothy Sterling. the Misses Frances and Grace Leary, jpose of conducting an engineering
chased; mops and scrub-brushes are
All the members were present and en
resurrected; brooms become articles of
business, making a specialty of the
joyed a pleasant afternoon at bridge. A Surprise.
T H IS IS SLOGAN IN DORM— GIRLS daily use. With a can of enamel In
mechanical and electrical engineering
After the game the guests were taken The Misses Grace and Edna Rankin Iof
one hand and a brush In the other,
GET READY FOR CHARTER
metallurgical and mining plants.
to the dining room where the table Iwere surprised Saturday evening by a j “At present they are making plans
the master mechanic goes hither and
DAY W IT H BUSTLING.
was made attractive with American crowd of their friends.
AXter the and supervising the construction of the
thither painting over tne crack in the
Beauty roses and where they were greetings were over they all went jnew smelting plants for the Calumet
wall-wear produced by violent contact
served a delicious luncheon.
down town to the 10-cent shows. On | & Arizona Mining company at Douglas,
with the brazen elbows of some Dormi
Wash your windows!
-------returning to the Rankin home tables Ariz.; the Arizona Copper company,
tory
Amazon. On all-fours the chief
From the delignts of delving deep swamper
Penatralia.
and everyone played j, limited, at Clifton, Ariz., and the
cleans off the floor-surface
_ ,
..
, . .
.
. _ ,| were prepared
-.
into Professor Stoutemeyer’s "Child’s jand
with
dainty finger digs out chunks
D“rlng hA ^ k ..J. ! . . ^ t ^ . ! ^ : l brIdge unU1 a ,ate houI\ when dalnty | united Verde Copper company at History of the World," from the pleaslar honor was bestowed upon four girls | refreshments were served.
„
.
.
.
..
j
of
what-nots
‘packed during a year of
Jerome, Ariz. They are also making
in the University, three Juniors and one I
-------I
Plans
for
the
Inspiration
Consolidated
I
from
the
record
itfw
ork
s
ot
the
"
S
L
^
T
h
T
w S S r ^ r m them^lves
Senior. When asked concerning it j For Miss Satterthwaite.
witches arm themselves
the girls looked shy and would not talk. I .Mrs. Frank Bonner was hostess Copper company’s proposed mining iesser poets by Professor Reynolds' with ‘ the Th
time-honored broom and
and
concentrating
plans.
from
the
joy
of
unravelling
philosophiHowever, a Kaimin reporter, always on Monday afternoon at her home in the
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In a number of (these plants he | sphere. Descending from the exalted Self-government covers a multitude of
wood. Clusters of daffodils gave an noon. It proved to be such a suc- has been assisted by Mr. McGregor, zone inhabited only by the college girl Dormitory sins, but Charter Day comes
atmosphere of spring to the whole, cessful form of entertainment that it who has been with him for 10 years as —the zone in which she communes annually as a season of repentance and
with such abstract and idealistic con a time for the making of new reso
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PROFESSORS RETURN I‘nt^ e stth a t is being manifested in de- Repath has handled some heavy con- I
Ibating by the various High Schools of Istruction work. Mr. Repath could ha,r el!mlnated and the real native is prone to forget in the midst of so
the State, and they will undoubtedly Iprobably have found nowhere else so | growth peeking bashfully, not say many other more attractive and less
sparsely, forth from under a dusting burdensome and exacting ideals.
Messrs. Palmer and Phillips Are Back turn out some very good material for able an associate as Mr. McGregor,
[the University.
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Judges While There.
liness it might be well to suggest that
1 H l o l o A MA KL ) J v _ )B |is denoted by the plans now being pre
With true instinct inherited from a someone might expunge the “handwrit
[pared in the office. These involve i line of house-cleaning grandmothers, ing on the wall” in the vicinity of the
Iexpenditures of no less than $10,000,- [she seizes the sportive rag-mop and. Dorm, telephone.
Professers Palmer and Phillips went
Versatile |
doughtily swinging the mop-pail, lumForest Ranger Must Be
At present the firm occupies seven bers through the Dorm, doing executo Mullan Friday to act as judges in a
Man—
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Do
Not
Know
of
office rooms in the Brophy building, tion on exposed filth. Or, mayhap, she WONT HAVE BASEBALL
debate held there that evening between
Two others are be-ng renovated and hangs by her knees on the utore edge
the Mullan and Wallace High Schools.
Things Required.
prepared for their use, making a to- Iof the window-sill and vigorously asThe question under discussion was that
— — ——
tal of nine rooms, with 2,600 square saults with rag and water the smeary
of Judicial Recall, the question being
feet of office space.
Iwindow-panes. Meanwhile the man- A. S. U- M. Executive Committee De
practically stated as the Pullman de
Being a Forest Ranger is no cinch. J The firm employs 26 engineers and servant cheers her on in the good
cides Not to Support Great
bate question. The decision was unani
This is shown by the following article i draughtsmen.
work, brightens perceptibly, and begins
mously given in favor of Mullan.
National Game.
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---- 1to see possibilities faint, ’tis true, but
Silver Cup the Prize.
possibilities nevertheless—of a little
by one of the Foresters now in school wind and limb and full of ambition; home
with one of those transcendent
The teams debated for the possession
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the reigning Goddess. He assures him the A. S. U. M. Executive Committee
ere, the
three s u c c S v e yeare becoming S e c t i o n a l Forests.
|Pa<* a>» examinations at the forestry self that with a Chinese cook and a on February 13th, and those present
j headquarters—you may, if you are Swedish maid they’d get along glor were Miss Whipple, Messrs. Baker,
proud possessor of the same. The
To Be a Forester.
lucky, get to be a forest ranger and
Mullan High School has had that honor | If you can speak Spanish and throw take down all of eleven hundred dollars iously, provided, of course, that the Thleme, Thompson and O’Rourke.
would take care of the furnace After the minutes of the last meeting
for the past two years.
the diamond hitch; and can handle a a year, unless you get laid off. Of cook
Professor Palmer is very enthusiastic shovel and pick, and cook a square course, you have to furnish your own and the maid could sew on buttons and had been read and approved, a motion
| was made and carried that the matter
over the interest shown in debating by meal in camp, and ride any sort of horses, saddles and personal equip- mend socks.
[of an extemporaneous speaking contest
Wash your windows!
the students. of . the, two
competing
. „ _______ . horse on any sort of trail and pack ment.
| be further postponed until the next
Clean
Every
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^••bli ®cho° 8 and a so by 1 ge
| all sorts of things on any other horse; I If this does not appeal to you as a
| meeting.
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and if you can raise vegetables and princely salary you can keep on in | Once a year the girls of the Dorm.
Leo Baker then made a report on the
Good Debate. Good Crowd.
scale logs and estimate timber; and the business and maybe some time Iawake to the necessity of doing the basketball game with the Carroll Club
Practically the whole town turned Iare not afraid to sleep alone in the get appointed as grazing examiner on ordinary thing. That is. when the ex- of Helena, the gate receipts of which
out for the debate which evidently was dark and can work two or three days some of the national forests. In that traordinary happens and the announce- were $55.75.
A motion was made and carried that
well worth their while, for Professor without sleeping or eating at all; and case your salary will be twelve hun- ment comes that visitors at the UniPalmer says an unusually fine debate can build a log house by yourself and dred dollars a year. If, still, your am- ersity on Charter Day will be allowed owing to its financial condition, the A.
was put up.
I camp out in any weather; and areibltion keeps on vaunting you may, es- to inspect the girls’ quarters in Craig S. U. M. should not support baseball
The Mullan High School is surely an [ over 20 years old and have good say later to become a forest super- Hall. During the remainder of the year Ithis year,
enterprising one, for it numbers among Ihealth and a fair education; and are visor, in which case you will take the building remains uninspected, in -| The meeting then adjourned,
real live, up-to- ja pretty good business man and know | down sixteen hundred dollars a year. | go far as the public is concerned, ex
its organizations
Chicago University women are playsomething of forestry and have some \ Obviously no man in the world would cepting the lower halls and first
date band.
floor parlors. But Charter Day inspec- ing Interclass basketball.
It is very encouraging to see the1executive ability; *and are sound of [ever want more than that.
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LAW STUDENTS BUSY

BIJOU
Direction of Hayens & Bedard

ARE DOING

H E L P F U L W ORK

BY

S EN D IN G AD VA N C E REPORTS
TO

STA TE

LAW YERS.

M O N TA N A ’S P R EM IER P IC TU R E PALACE
Presenting Pleasing and High Class Motion Pictures.
B O VEE’S ORCHESTRA

You are always welcome. We have the only gold-fibre curtain in
Missoula. Entire change of program Sunday, Monday, Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday.

Early in the present week the lead
ing newspapers of the state published
M A T IN E E S SA TU R D A Y A N D SUND A Y.
notes of the decisions in three cases
recently handed down by the Supreme
Court of Montana. Credit was g iven to
the Law Department of the University
A rt Work, Posters, Pictures, Frames.
for the preparation of these advance
GRIDIRON RULES FOR 1912 SEA  SHOU LD ER STRAPS ARE EASY reports. Up to the present time the
current decisions of the Supreme Court
M E A T FOR W H ITL O C K 'S MEN
SON CHANGE SIZE OF F IE L D —
have not been available to the practic
Glasswork of All Kinds.
—TO PLAY IN GYM.
ALSO TO UC H D O W N VA LU E .
ing attorney, at least, until the appear
312 N. Higgins Ave.
ance of the advance sheets of the Pa
cific Reporter, and in the case of many
The following are the changes in the In a very one-sided game at the Fort attorneys, until almost a year after
wards, when the decisions become neering as well as the steam plant for
football rules made by the Rules Com- |jast Wednesday afternoon, the Varsity available through the State Reports.
heating the buildings and furnishing
mittee As can toe seen there are jfl defeated the officers by the score
In the inauguration of this custom, power for the engineering laboratory.
FOR GOOD COFFEE
affect the game. It looks as th o u g h
26 to 10. The game was played in;Montana and the Law Department of These buildings were completed and
Best Lunch House in the City.
the “beefy” team was going to have the chaPel on a very good, but sm all, the University have placed themselves formally presented to the State Board
of Education, February 18, 1899.
the advantage again this year, as It |« oor-_The attendance was almost none, | in the front
_8tt tea
509 North Higgins Avenue
The Legislative Assembly of 1901
had a few years before the "open but those who were there saw a high- jUniversities. The custom has been fol
ly
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play” rules were adopted.
authorized the issuing of $70,000 addi
Thinking that these chanaes will be difference between itand football is
°f selected cases in the Monthly Law tional in 5 per cent bonds, due in
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that
in
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latter
a
nlaver
mav
fall
Journals
edited
iby
the
Law
Schools,
of interest to many of the Kaimin inat ,n ine Iacier a piayer may iwi
\
thirty years'and payable in twenty. It
readers, we print them in full below,
with
more comfort. The officerso f f - | Even there,
however the was also
digests
do not
provided
that $40,000 of these
A. 6 . SPALDING AND BROS.
1. The playing field, now 110 yards | set their ignorance of the game a n d i Pretend to be complete ana cannot pos- bonds should be issued at once and
in length, will be shortened to an even | lack of practice with football tactics | s > eep up w
e co e
the remainder at the discretion of the are the largest manufacturers in the
100 yards. This change in itself is not and the Varsity men, seeing a chance | decisions.
State Board of Education. With the
world of O F F IC IA L E Q U IP M E N T
vital, but is made in order to make. or some fun, joined in. While waiting
Advance Reports to Be Made.
proceeds of this bond issue Woman’s
for all athletic sports and pastimes.
possible on small ground an extension f°r the return car, the visitors were
From now on, In this state, the Su Hall and a Gymnasium were erected
The
of territory in which the forward Ientertained by the officers in their preme Court will send its decisions and equipped.
passes may be used.
quarters.
Spalding
regularly to the University and the
Before
the
remaining
$30,000
were
2. A zone of 10 yards’ iwide beyond The lineup was as follows:
Law Department will send out the ad sold the Attorney General of Montana
Trade-M ark
the goal lines is established. The pur-1 Officers Lieutenants Harding, left vance
____ reports to the various publlca- gave an opinion, which was sustained
is known through
pose of this is to provide ample space forward; Von dem Bussche, right for- Itions Besides the adantage already later by the Supreme Court of Mon
out the world as a
for extension of the forward pass and ward! Philoon, center; Davis, right | noted to the practicing attorney, the tana and also by the Supreme Court
scoring on a pass made across the guard; Slaughter, left guard.
| scheme has other desirable features, of the United States, that the income
G U A R A N TE E OF
goal line into this zone is permitted.
Varsity McCarthy, left forward; These reports make good news, justify
V JZ &
Q U A L IT Y
the lands could not be applied
3. The number of “downs” to gain |Whistler, right forward; Connor, c en -, thelr appearance in the papers and from
A. G. S PA LD IN G & BROS.
ter; Weidman and Klebe, right guard; hence get ready circulation. To the to payment of interest and principal
10 yards is increased by one.
of
building
bonds,
but
must
be
de
Gervais and Sheedy, left guard.
1616 Araphoe St.
Denver
4. The on-side kick is eliminated.
Law School the adantage is even
Summary. Field goals—McCarthy, 4; greater. The students in the School voted to the maintenance of the Uni
5. The value of a touchdown is in
versity.
In
accordance
with
this
de
Whistler,
5;
Connor,
3;
Slaughter,
3;
creased from five points to six, the
come into practical touch with current
the General Assembly of 1907
goal from touchdown and other scores Von dem Bussche, 1. Free throws— litigation, naturally become familiar cision
Von Dem Bussche, 2; McCarthy, 1; with local cases, and get a splendid op passed an act looking to the assump
standing as at preesnt.
tion of this bonded debt by the state,
6. The 20-yard zone, in which the Whistler, 1.
portunity to work over the law as it and for the purpose of placing intact
Referee—Wh itlock.
present rules now provide restrictions
comes from the Courts.
the permanent endowment funds of Livery, Cabs and Transfer
to interfere with the forward pass, is
Basketball Charter Day.
educational institutions. By favor
Fast Becoming Practical.
Autos to Rent
eliminated, so that the restrictions
With a few more evidences of prac able action of the voters at the gen
will apply now to any part of the As part of the Charter Day exer
Both Phones: Bell 38; Ind. 438.
eral
election
in
1908,
the
legislative
cises,
a
basketball
game
will
be
played
tical
value
the
Law
Department
will
field
M ISSOULA. M O N TA NA .
After a touchback, the ball will (between the "U” quintet and the offi- soon come to occupy a position of rec act was ratified, with the result that
be put in play from the 20-yard line cers’ team from Fort Missoula. This is ognized importance in the state and 'the endowment of the University is
practically the same team that Whit will be able to offer advantages to to toe preserved unimpaired.
instead of the 25-yard line.
The General Assembly of 1909 pro University Text Books and
8. On a kickoff, the ball, instead of lock's men defeated at the Fort last students of the law, unsurpassed by
being in play In the center of the Wednesday by the score of 26 to 10. even the old and established Univer- vided for the creation of separate “In
terest and Income Funds,” of each of j
field, will be put in play from the 40- After their downfall the officers re-lsities of the East,
Supplies of all Kinds
the State’s educational institutions, to
yard line of the team kicking off. solved on some hard practice, so if —1 - ■. ■ =
be
derived
from
the
interest
on
per
Taking into consideration the shorten- they show the improvement they ex- center. LeWis, right guard; Wilson,
manent funds and the leasing of lands. | Drawing instruments imported di
ing of the field and this change in the p e<^ *°» j*‘le same on Friday will be | [ef^ guard.
rect from manufacturers. Better
rules, the kickoff distance is length- [well worth seeing,
Montana—McCarthy, left forward; The law directs that these funds are I
----------------------------ened by five yards.
j
Whistler, right forward; Connor, cen to be used in the payment of claims j instruments for less money. Call
and see goods and get prices.
9. The field judge is eliminated. I
VA'RSITY IS DEFEA TED .
ter; Gervais, right guard; Weidman, for the maintenance of the several in
stitutions.
The head linesman hereafter will keep
-------left guard.
time and be judge of off-side plays |
(Continued From Page One.)
Library Appropriation.
, Summary of game—Field baskets:
in the line of scrimmage.
■ ■ ■ — ---------------------------------Loller, 8; McCarthy, 6; Charpentier, 4;
The General Assembly of 1907
10. The number of men allowed on vas not there, and is to be blamed forljjownett, 1; Connor, 1; Whistler, 1.
114 E- Main St.
Missoula, Mont.
the side lines, now three, will be re- leaving his man, who, in Connor’s a b -! j,--ree throws McCarthy 3 out of' 3; granted to the University an appro
duced to one for each team.
ence, shot six of his eight field goals. ILoller, 1 out of 2- Charpentier 1 out priation of $50,000 for a Library build- I
11. Provision will be made that a Gervais, who was guarding Charpen-|0f 2. Fouls—Whistler, 2' Connor 2* ing and $10,000 for enlargement of
heating plant and other improvements. |
bounding ball cannot score a legiti- tier, was unable to break his run of jWilson, 1; Loller, 1.
appropriations were expended
mate goal.
Ifour consecutive ringers that set the ' Referee, Little.
Time, McGee and These
under the direction of John M. Evans, j
12. The interval between the first [Carrolls so far ahead,
Richards.
J. H. T. Ryman and Dr. O. J. Craig, |
and second, the third and fourth i Even a smaller audience that was
Building Commissioners,
and the
periods is reduced from two minutes drawn by the Bozeman game speckled
TO
C
E
LEB
RA
TE
FO
UNDING.
building
was formally presented to the
to one minute.
|the gallery Friday night. The numTry our home baked pies and
Slate Board of Education on February
E. H. Hall of Dartmouth, chairman jher of students, however, was good, and
(Continued From Page One.)
19, 1909.
of the committee, announced th^.'sub- the absence of more town people may
good
coffee.
A special appropriation of $7,500,
stance of these changes tonight. None be attributed to a free moving-picture |
by special tax' was spent in 1mof them has been put in code form, but [show and the High School debate. I provinj? thls buIldlng and ,n putting made by the General Assembly of 1909,
Chairman Hall said they were all Nearly everyone waited for the dance j it jn proper order for the use of the for the purpose, provided for the fur
nishing of the Library building.
unanimously adopted and would be in afterward. This was the first one given j 8ta,te
The Twelfth Legislative Assembly
corporated in the 1912 rules.
by the A. S. U. M. since December 15.
^ local executive committee was apappropriated $50,000 for the construc
The principal improvement expected
313 Higgins Avenue
pointed to assist the board in their tion of an Engineering building; $40,The First Half.
of the new rules is equalization of the
chances of the offensive and de I McCarthy and Loller scored from the work. This committee, consisting of 000 for the purchase of additional
Ifield. • Wilson fouled and McCarthy J. H. T. Ryman, Judge Hiram Knowles campus grounds; $5,000 for a building
fensive teams.
and Colonel T. C. Marshall, all of for the Biological Station on Flaithead i
i hrew the point. Loller scored, followed
|by McCarthy,
who
went twice. Missoula, served without any change Lake.
These sums are to be avail
LO YA L SECOND TEA M .
“Lowney’s”
IWhistler followed, Loller missed in his in its membership until April 19, 1909, able during the biennium ending Feb
Executive
---------'f r e e s h o tW h is tle r
to o k
a n o t h e r i w h e n t h e n e w lJr c r e a te d
ruary
28, ___________
1913.
—or—
Much of the improvement shown by i “ ee sn01' AT. lsuertl t00K an° tael Board began its functions
*
the first team since the Bozeman game chance and Charpentier secured the jJioard began
™nc“ ons“Samoset’s”
has been due to the fine spirit of a P ™
Loller Whistler'and Connor
Memorable Day.
W IL L NOT SUPPORT BASEBALL.
half dozen fellows who have come out |^oa”d
,the. basket in rapid succession.
The University was formallyopened
Ah, Both!
At
the
meeting
of
the
Executive
to practice and given the Varsity some jLo er
fou ed>and McCarthy threw w ith; wjtb appropriate ceremoniesonWedCommittee of the A. S. U. M. on Tues
real mixing. Several close scores have a «°°d
Bownett and Lewis each nesday,
- . --------- '
.............
September
11, 1896.
Arbor Day, 1896, is a memorable day day night, baseball was renounced and
been made, while the rivalry is as keen add?d *w° ®°‘nts- , , S™re at ,the end
as in an inter-collegiate game. Most of 'of the half: Carroll, 12; Montana, 11. in the history o fthe University, for denied the support of the student
on this day the grounds, donated to finances. It had been expected that
them come out with the intention of
The Second Half.
instead of this cruel procedure a man
helping the Varsity, and for the exerLoller started off by grabbing two the state by Mr. E. L. Bonner and ager
would be appointed and that new
else, but some of them have blossomed more points. Two Carroll men mixed' Mr' F- G- Higgins, and fenced by the
out in such a manner as to make the i. with C o n n o r and were fouled Me. ! Missoula Board of Trade, were dedi- suits and equipment would soon ar Cor. Higgins and So. 3rd
rive. But this does not mean that
first stringers realize the insecurity of c J K y threw -the hee one Connor Icated to University purposes,
their positions. If the rest of the stu- | fouled, giving Loller another point.' The Legislative Assembly of 1897 we will have no baseball by any means.
Most
of the men have gloves of their I
dents would show the same sort of [Loller* found the basket for one from ■gave the University authority to issue
spirit, which they could by attending :the floor. McCarthy then threw two "bonds to the amount of $100,000, bear own and the rest of the paraphernalia
practice, the chances of winning games ]ong ones from the side lines, the best ing not more than 6 per cent interest, will be easy when thq time comes.
We Have All Kinds of Coal
would be considerably Increased. The jshots of the game. Connor fouled and due in thirty years and payable in
POLSON GAME POSTPONED.
squad is working hard and faithfully charpentier was there with the gift twenty. These bonds, secured by the
and deserves the encouragement which shot. holier and McCarthy scored in income from the University lands,
The game with the Poison team
could be given so easily. There are lots succession. This point marks Mon- were sold at a premium, a building
of seats in the gallery and something jtana’s downfall. Her lead of one point commission was appointed, and the which was scheduled for Friday will
doing on the floor. It lis hoped that was overbalanced by Loller’s field goal, work of providing buildings was un not be played on that date. As Fri
day is Charter Day, an event for which
more interest in the team will be and the Carroll victory was cinched by dertaken.
Two buildings were then construct admission is charged is contrary to the
shown by the presence of an audience charpentier’s string of four that folat practice.
lowed. Loller scored again before the, ed, one known as University Hall, spirit of that day, and, as no oiher
“ HOW IS YOUR COAL P IL E 7”
-------------------------half was up. In this period the Car- containing the library, museum, as- immediate date is possible, the game
As a penalty for flunking, the stuTU . .
I sembly room, class rooms, and presi- will be postponed for the present.
110 E. Cedar St.
Both Phones 662
dents at the University of Colorado
* ineup.
dent’s office; the other,, known as
The Bureau of Printing does the I
ara compelled to *wear small blue caps J Carroll Club*-~Bownett, left forward; j Science Hall, containing the necessarj
with green buttons. - • • • . . . . . . [Charpentier, right forward; Loller. | rooms for science, and work in engt- work that pleases.

FOOTBALL CHANGESIVARSITY VS. OFFICERS

S IM O N S P A IN T C O M P A N Y

Ti>' Minute Lunch Room

Green & Ellinghouse

L IS T E R ’S

E

J

A

T

Tip Top Lunch

South Side
Pharmacy

P e r r y C oal
C om pany

FIELD IS ENLARGING

r

E XTENSIO N LECTURES

CR EA M CARAM ELS

SPR EA D 

ING FAR OVER T H E S T A T E -

The Good Kind, 50c a Pound

V IS IT LIVIN G STO N.

These are Money Saving
Days at This Store
Watch daily papers for announcements of differeni
sales and remember:
Missoula Mercantile Co. sales “make
good”—they are something very
real, never a mere ringing of bells to
call the public in.
When you see what you want advertised at a re
duced price, lose no time in coming to get it. We pro
vide the opportunity, you must do the rest.

U !09ou(a m emmtile

Dr. Dunlway went to Helena last
week to deliver the fourth of his lec- i
tures as part of the regular work in I
the University Extension Lecture I
course.
A very interesting feature;
has arisen in connection with this',
University extension work.

The Nonpareil Confectionery
Phones:

Work W ith Northern Pacific.

Bell, 338; Ind., 571.

THE

Last week Dr. Duniway and Pro- :
fessor Richter of the department of
Engineering, went to Livingston, I
where they met with the officials and
"Qualify Printers”
employes of the Northern Pacific and
inaugurated University Engineering
Printing Engraving
Extension work in the shops of the
Northern Pacific. This is an import
ant step in the advancement of edu
S p e cial R a te s to Stu d e n ts
cational work, for it brings the Uni
versity into close touch with the im
110 West Spruce *St.
portant technical industries of the
state and gives practical aid in their
growth and development. This move
ment is undoubtedly but the beginning classes organized there for this work j
of what will in the future develop in and to give lectures in Electrical En- |
to something permanent, the Univer gineering.
sity being brought into close touch
Engraved or printed calling cards |
with the great industrial work of the
state an<] feeling that she is playing a at the Bureau of Printing.
very important part in improving and
Over 760 students at the University
furthering the same
Professors Beigler and Richter are of Pennsylvania have enrolled for a
in Livingston this week to meet the course of Bible study.

Missoula Press

Ham m ond

A d dition

Near the University. By far the
swellest residence district In the
state of Montana. Prices moderate.
Terms easy.

South Missoula LandCo.
FR ANK P. K E IT H

Secretary
I
We Give Rates

The Pantorium
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.
S U ITS TO ORDER
Both Phones.

To U n iversity
Students
If you would shop economically, yet with all the dignity that
comes from shopping at a high grade store, you will be drawn
with irresistible force to this store.
_________ IT IS MISSOULA’S BEST STORE__________
IT IS MISSOULA’S ECONOMY CENTER

— n^nohues—

It doesn't matter so much whether X equals
10 or 100, or whether after all, the Chinese may
not have discovered America—The most impor
tant question with all college men of today is:

ELECT NEW OFFICERS jHouse

President. At meetings of the
Irespective classes held directly afterward, the following representatives
|were elected:
Annabelle Robertson. I
Y. W. C- A. Select People Who Wi iRose Leopold, Grace Saner and Frances I
/Leary.
The
members
of the committee
Guide the Destiny of the
i took office immediately after their I
Organization.
election, and this week finds self-gov
ernment in the Dorm, in actual opera Ition.
The members of the Y. W. C. A. I
held a meeting Tuesday, February 13,1
W IL L H E LP V A RSITY.
for the purpose of electing officers, j
The results are as follows. Gladys j
(Continued From Page One.)
Freeze, president; Viola Yoeder, vice- j
president; Gladys Huffman, secretary,'.
and Alice Hardenburgh, treasurer. The j tional institution maintained by the I
meeting was then adjourned.
state or territory which, in the judgImen of the secretary of agriculture,
|
is adapted to the training of forest |
SYSTEM IS IN S TA LLE D .
rangers employed or to be employed in I
the protection and administration of
(Continued FTom Page One.)
__________________________________
the national forests, the secretary of
■

tlon of laws which she herself has the treasury shall pay to the state
or territory for the benefit of such
institution, designated by the secreOffleers.
tary of agriculture, from the moneys !
The government of the Association made available by' this act, to be ex- j
is to be vested in an Executive Com- pended during the fiscal year for i
mittee and an Adviser, which together' Iwhich said allotment is made, such
constitutes the House Committee. A sum as in the judgment of the secHouse President, to be elected by the retary of agriculture will adequately |
Association, and one representative assist the state or territory in the in- j
from each class comprise the Execu- struction offered to forest rangers at
tive Committee. Practically all mat-I such institution: Provided, that only
ters of control that have heretofore j one institution may receive benefits
been in the hands of the Dean of under this act in any state or terriWomen are now managed by a student tory during any one fiscal year, and
committee elected by the Hall resi- the amount paid to any state or ter
ritory during any one fiscal year shall
dents.
not exceed $7,500.
adoDted

If you have us make your clothes to ordsr
once, you'll never hesitate before answering the
question — so thorough will be your satisfaction
with the style, fit, workmanship and price.
Make your requirements known to

JOE. FITZGERALD
North Higgins Avenue

Missoula, Montana'

w ho will show you our beautiful Spring W oolens and take your measure.

President Elected.

Florence Sleeman was elected House
When you want something nifty in
President at a meeting of the Asso the way of programs, invitation an
ciation held for that purpose Saturday nouncements, score cards, etc., you
noon. Miss Sleeman is a member of should call at the Bureau of Printing.
the Senior class, and the one whom
the girls felt to be the best able and
For dance programs, invitations, etc.,
most worthy to first hold the office o f ' see the Bureau of Printing.

Largest tailors in the world of G O O D made-to-erder clothes

P rice Building

C hicago, U. S. A.

